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SUMMARY

Inspection on March 6-8, 1979

Areas Inspected

This routine unannounced inspection involved 22 inspector-hours onsite in the
areas of fire protection and prevention programs and plant tour.

Results

Of the 3 areas inspected, no apparent items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. M. Ballentine, Plant Superintendent
Walter Popp, Assistant Plant Superintendent

* Walter E. Andrews, QA Supervisor
Jim Doty, Maintenance Supervisor i

*E. A. Craigge, Safety Engineer
Walter Guinn, Operations Supervisor
Dan Record, Assistant Operations Supervisor

* Attended exit interview.

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on March 8, 1979, with
those persons indicated in Paragraph I above.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

Not inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

None identified.

5. Fire Protection and Prevention

The inspector reviewed the licensee's fire protection and preventiona.
program to verify that administrative controls had been established
and included the following requirements:

periodic audits will be performed as per the requirements of-

the proposed technical specifications;

indoctrination of contractor personnel and offsite licensee-

personnel who work on site in fire protection, fire prevention
and the appropriate administrative procedures;

that fire brigade members are qualified by training and physical-

examinations;

that actions to be taken by the individual discovering, and-

reporting the fire, ard subsequent actions by the control room
operator had been identified;
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that functional responsibilities and lines of communication-

for the onsite and offsite organiations res- sible for fire

protection and prevention activities had been luentified.

b. The Administrative Procedures for the control of combustibles were
reviewed to verify that:

the use of combustible, flammable or explosive material in-

safety-related areas requires special authorization;

the storage of combustible, flammable or explosive material in-

safety-related areas is prohibited;

- all waste, debris, oil spills or other combustibles are required
to be removed following work completion or at the end of each
shift;

all wood used in safety-related areas will be treated with-

flame retardant;

- a periodic inspection for control of combustibles is required;

special authorization for activities: involving welding, open-

flame, or other ignition sources is required;

smoking in safety-related areas is prohibited except where-

specifically designated.

Fire fighting procedures were reviewed to verify that:c.

- fire brigade actions are identified;

- fire fighting activities with offsite fire departments is
coordinated;

instructions and actions in fire emergencies for plant personnel-

is defined.

d. Fire brigade training requirements and training records were reviewed
to verify that announced and unannounced fire drills were required;
that at least one drill per year was performed on the back shift; and
that offsite fire departments participate in at least one annual drill.

The inspector reviewed the results of the latest fire inspectione.
conducted by the offsite fire inspection organization conducted in
July, 1978 and the licensee response with corrective actions, dated
August, 1978.
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f. The inspector toured various areas of the facility to observe
operations in progress, to inspect the general state of cleanliness,
housekeeping and fire protection / prevention systems and conditions.

g. The inspector used one or more of the following acceptance criteria
for the above items:

Proposed Technical Specifications-

Appendices A and B of 10 CFR 50-

Regulatory Guide 1.120, " Fire Fighting (Rules for Nuclear-

Power Plants)"

- Regulatory Guide 1.39, " Housekeeping Requirement for Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

Section 3.2.3 of ANSI N45.2-

- Section 6 of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33.

Within the areas inspected no deviations or items of noncompliance were
identified.

The inspector determined in the review of the administrative controls in
section 5 - A above, that the administrative procedures do not appear to
adequately address the indoctrination of all contractor personnel and
offsite licensee personnel, who work onsite, in the appropriate admini-
strative procedures which implement the fire protection program and the
emergency procedures relative to fire protection and fire prevention.

The licensee stated in the exit interview that they were not aware that
this area was not adequately covered in the administrative procedures
but that this area would be reviewed and that appropriate steps would be
taken to insure that this area is covered. This iter. is designated as
open item no. 79-18-01 and will be reinspected on a subsequent inspection.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: File

Dale E. Donaldson, Radiation SpecialistFROM:
NTC IE Investigation Team

O

SUBJECT: TELECON WITH R. FRIESS, DOE-RAP

On 5/18/79, the undersigned contacted Mr. Robert Friess, DOE-RAP
(Brookhaven National Laboratories) to verify their receipt of notifica-
tions from Metropolitan Edison regarding the 3/28/79 incident. DOE

' logs indicated the following:

0710 R. Bettsel, TMI, called to report a Site Emergency - loss of
normal feedwater and a primary to secondary leak

0735 TMI called to report General Emergency'

A
Dale E. Donaldson
Radiation Specialist
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